
Theme: Potential Negative Consequences of Psychological Safety  

 

SUBTHEME EXAMPLES SUPPORTING DATA 

Impact on 

Bandwidth  

Fatigue ““But if they're telling you every little problem, as a junior it's weird because at nights 

you can have someone come to you every ten minutes and tell you about something, 

and you have to then make a decision as to whether that is actually a problem or 

not.” JUNIOR DOCTOR 0005 

 

“This is particularly true during handover, for example. You know? If you have four 

people at the same time talking about one new admission. You have no idea what is 

relevant, and it is just too much information to process” SENIOR DOCTOR 0028 

 

“You’ve got to be able to ignore or be able to filter the fluff, the nonsense, of which 

there’s masses.” JUNIOR DOCTOR 0018 

 

“I don’t think they [nursing staff] really understand that you’re sifting thousands of 

bits of data and trying to make decisions and looking for patterns. And if you keep 

getting interrupted then actually you can miss those things and that’s a safety risk 

because I think they just don’t really understand what we do” SENIOR DOCTOR 0026 

 

Distraction “You’re being continually distracted. It happens all day"  

SENIOR DOCTOR  0026 

 

“And if you keep getting interrupted then actually you can miss those things and 

that’s a safety risk because I think they [nursing staff] just don’t really understand 

what we do” SENIOR DOCTOR 0026 

 

“Sometimes maybe we might interrupt them [the medical team] too much. Say if a 

doctor's desk we might ask them lots of different things rather than keeping it to the 

salient” SENIOR STAFF NURSE 0009 

“There's a definite risk. When you're a consultant, I think ultimately when you're in 

those ward rounds and you've got one consultant leading the ward round, and you've 

got dieticians, physios, pharmacists, everyone going on it, if everyone's buying in, 

there's only so much bandwidth that those consultants can have to confuse all their 

information” SENIOR STAFF NURSE 0009 

 

“they [nursing staff] used to be much better at saving for an appropriate time. 

Whereas now, you can be trying to have a conversation or, indeed, a middle of a 

ward round and you’ll be asked to prescribe” SENIOR DOCTOR  0024 

 

Workload  "makes a four hour ward round take two hours longer which then makes everyone 

else really busy in the evening because none of the jobs are done" JUNIOR DOCTOR 

0032 

it might make things take longer and the ward rounds are already very lengthy. 

 JUNIOR DOCTOR 0032 

“Especially our junior staff to maybe reign it in a little bit. Is that really pertinent, 

should you have spoken to the deputy first about that or asked your senior colleague 

next to you rather than harass the doctors. Because they've got everything else to do 

as well” SENIOR STAFF NURSE 0009 

 

But you then spend 15 minutes for every patient talking about their physio plan 

which makes a four hour ward round take two hours longer which then makes 

everyone else really busy in the evening because none of the jobs are done and 

JUNIOR DOCTOR 0032 

“you have to have set boundaries” SENIOR DOCTOR 0023 

 

Context Emergency vs 

Elective  

"It might not be a good idea in a really stressed situation when everyone’s running 

around trying to do the best they can for a patient and obviously, if somebody senior 

knows exactly what’s happening and it’s something that you need to deal with 

incredibly quickly. For example, some sort of airway emergency then you wouldn’t be 

questioning, why does the patient need intubation?" JUNIOR DOCTOR 0019 

 

“It depends what they’re [junior staff] saying and when. If they want to nag about 

trivial crap in the middle of a conversation about something much more important, 

then no, it’s not appropriate. There’s a time and a place.” SENIOR DOCTOR 0024 
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Presence of 

hierarchy 

“But sometimes more experienced people in the team should have the freedom to 

mute all this information coming from the speaker.” SENIOR DOCTOR 0029 

 

“if you have a loosening of the structure or the hierarchy you can have the nurse go 

to different people and that can actually distort the information a lot” JUNIOR 

DOCTOR 0005 

 

Yes, definitely. If I am dealing… If I am leading a ward round with ten people and 

everyone is speaking up, that of course is stressful. But that is extreme. It doesn’t 

happen every day. SENIOR DOCTOR 0029 

 

Motivation  Undermining 

colleagues 

“nursing staff can go to more than one doctor over a period of time, and so you can 

do one thing and another doctor will do another thing, and I think that's the difficulty 

in such an environment” JUNIOR DOCTOR 0005 

 

“You see that in junior doctors that come through or members of the team that may 

not want to take responsibility, but they just want to be critical” SENIOR DOCTOR 

0021 

 

“You’re actually bypassing the nurse in charge. And then at the end of the day, the 

nurse in charge doesn’t know anything about what’s been discussed with you and the 

consultant.” JUNIOR STAFF NURSE 0012 

 

“Like some junior staff will come to me because I’m the manager so they think that’s 

my job to do something. Whereas I have to then send them back and say actually, 

you need to go to your line manager who’s the band seven. It’s not me” 

SENIOR STAFF NURSE 0011 

Demonstrate 

own ability 

“But you get members of the team constantly, instead of saying yes, this is a difficult 

situation, what are we doing here? That question. What are we exactly doing here? 

That's not helpful. So that that can be frustrating.” SENIOR DOCTOR 0021 

 

“There's a definite risk. When you're a consultant, I think ultimately when you're in 

those ward rounds and you've got one consultant leading the ward round, and you've 

got dieticians, physios, pharmacists, everyone going on it, if everyone's buying in, 

there's only so much bandwidth that those consultants can have to confuse all their 

information” JUNIOR DOCTOR 0027 

 

“to be honest but there are certain cases I can think of where you think, well, that's in 

no way valuable”. JUNIOR DOCTOR  0027 

 

“Often those things cannot necessarily be constructive, because they've not 

necessarily grasped the scenario or they don't have a knowledge base”. JUNIOR 

DOCTOR 0027 
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